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37423 heads 3J11 through Blackburn 2 Nov 2017

Starting from Carlisle Kingsmoor at 16:11 3J11 the Leaf Buster begins its epic
diagram  by travelling via the S & C to Hellifield, then via Clitheroe and Blackburn
to Preston then Barrow & Windermere and back to Carlisle.

Then it ’s back down to Preston, Blackburn, Hell if ield, the Bentham Line to
Carnforth and back and then north again on the S & C and back to Carlisle
Kingsmoor at 12:48 the following day

66302 brings 3J11 back through Bentham 17 Nov 2017

B. Haworth

S. Clarke
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Recently whilst browsing on Twitter, I came across this tweet from Northern highlighting

some of the improvements coming our way. 98 state of the art trains by 2020, 2000 extra

services per week by 2019. Better stations, free Wi-Fi for customers from 2018 and 243

refurbished trains. It all sounds wonderful but we will see very little of that on our line, the

refurbished trains will be cascaded our way once the delayed electrification programme is

completed.

I’m not going to argue about the pros and cons of HS2 but the current estimate for the cost of

the programme is £56 billion to improve journey times between London and the Midlands

and the North. With our current line speed from Daisyfield Junction to Clitheroe being 45mph

it’s taking 73 minutes to travel 34¼ miles. Surely with improved track and signaling it’s time

to increase the line speed and consequently shorten the journey time on our local line.

As you will see further in the magazine,  the performance figures are yet again poor to say the

least. Over the past few years footfall at our stations has been falling. Taking into account the

work at Darwen and Farnworth Tunnel we seem to be on a downward spiral.  Two years ago

we were heading to over 2 million passengers a year on our line, sadly we are nowhere near

that target.

Currently we have people enquiring if they can get a refund on their season tickets as they

can’t get to work on time. We know from friends and former passengers that people are car

sharing to get into Manchester after missing important meetings due to cancellations and

delays. We are in the 21st century is it too much to ask that when you go to your station you

know that there is a train for you can catch! I don’t think so. We should be getting the basics

right encouraging students, business people, people travelling for work or leisure to have at

their disposal a modern railway fleet that provide a punctual, reliable and comfortable journey.

We are fortunate to have the support of the Clitheroe Line Community Rail Partnership who

share our concerns regarding performance. Vicky Cropper our Northern Community and

Sustainability Manager, Central Region, will be attending our December committee meeting,

and may be able to offer some possible solutions to our problems. I apologise for appearing

to be negative but we can’t see all the hard work that has taken place over the years to open,

develop and promote the line be wasted.

On a happier note I would like, on behalf of the RVR committee, to wish you all a very Happy

Christmas and many punctual, reliable and enjoyable rail journeys in 2018.
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L - R, Cllr Phil Taylor (BwD), MP Kate Hollern, Graham Cowley (LEP)
and Liam Sumpter (ARN) at the launch event.

Photo courtesy Arriva Rail North
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There were 15 cancellations in the period of which  6 were terminated and re-

started at Blackburn.

Reasons were: - 3 signalling problems, 2 due to a tree on the line at Kearsley, 4 due to over-

running engineering work, 1 unit brake problems, 1 unit traction problems, 1 due to disorder,

1 due to late arrival of stock at Blackburn (to form 0645 ex Clitheroe) 2 due to mishap with

stock at Blackburn (to form 0645 and 0705 ex Clitheroe).

Other items: - Ribble Valley Rambler services were cancelled and replaced by buses for the

first three Sundays of scheduled operation. Rail replacement buses have operated well

both on weekend engineering closures and RMT strike days. Clitheroe – Manchester Victoria

Sunday services revert to operating again via Todmorden from Sunday 8th October. With the

closure of the Preston – Blackpool lines from Saturday 11th November, the new Northern

depot at Blackburn King Street becomes operational with units coming off the depot to form

early morning services from Blackburn.

There were 45 cancellations during the period, 25 of which were cancelled and

restarted at Blackburn.

Reasons were: - 8 failed freight trains blocking the line, 7 late starts from Manchester

Victoria, 5 unit faults, 5 traction problems, 4 track defects, 2 rail adhesion problems, 3 points

failure at Daisyfield, 3 due to flooding, 4 issues with train crew, 1 planning error, 1 due to

animals on the line, 1 due to trespass, 1 unexplained delay at Bromley Cross.

Other items: - Rail Replacement Buses have continued to operate well and the diverted

services via Todmorden Curve have also operated well on the last five Sundays.

There is more disruption on the next three Sundays with the Helifield services replaced by

buses on all three weeks and Clitheroe – Manchester services buses throughout on the first

Sunday, and buses until 1600 on the second and third Sundays.

From Monday November 13th , the 2142 Clitheroe – Manchester via Todmorden Curve on

Mondays to Thursdays will terminate at Blackburn,  and run onto the new depot with a

connecting bus via Bolton,or a 30 minute wait for the next Manchester via Todmorden service.

Ian Tingle
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A Ribble Valley Rail representative has laid a wreath

at the Cenotaph in Clitheroe for the last seven years.

The ceremony is organized by Clitheroe Town

Council and includes a service at St. Mary’s Church

before processing to the Cenotaph. Initially it was

our late Chairman, Peter Moore, who laid the wreath

but recently the Chairman and Peter’s widow, Joan,

have been privileged to undertake this duty.  Over

the last two years Bill Briggs, our Membership

Secretary and Pam Corlett, our Minutes Secretary

have joined us at this event. This year Bill had the

honour of laying the wreath in remembrance of

railway workers who lost their lives during the two

World Wars.

Marjorie Birch

Front Cover

You may think that the front cover of RVRNews 119 lacks a bit of interest,

and there is a reason for this. The Editorial Committee are hoping that

it may spur the general membership into action and to getting out their

cameras. We are constantly looking for photographs (and articles) that

are pertinent to the line and the surrounding area, especially those with

human interest.

Front cover photographs are best in portrait format and any suitable

photographs can be emailed to Simon Clarke for consideration on

bbnenigma@gmail.com with RVRNews Photo as a subject.

Simon Clarke

RVRNews Editorial Committee
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As reported in RVRNews 118, Bridge 37 at Billington has been renewed with the

new structure being installed during October/November. The old bridge was lifted

out and replaced with a new structure. The old stone support pillars were retained

and the new bridge installed on them. The work was carried out very professionally

with all local residents kept fully informed of the situation, which by necessity involved

night working.

My only negative comment concerns the bridge design, which I am sure is fully

compliant with the current standards, but from an aesthetic point of view, it brings a

new meaning to brutalist design.

It is awful to look at and totally out of keeping with the area in which it sits. Whoever

has designed this bridge should hang their head in shame as the only redeeming

aspect is the use of the old stone piers, which manage to retain a little character to

the bridge.

Who remembers the days of grandparents taking their grandchildren to a nearby

bridge to watch and wave as a train travels past?  Well, if this design of bridge

continues, that will sadly become a thing of the past. There is no view of the railway

and even the ends of the bridge have been extended with wooden panels. It is as if

the railway is being hidden away from the public. What a shame!

Brian Haworth



                                    by Pam Corlett

Occasionally, Northern offers readers of the local paper the opportunity to travel anywhere on

their network for £10  per ticket.     As  a regular  reader  of Clitheroe  Advertiser and Times,

I bought two papers in order to collect the two tokens needed to purchase up to four tickets

in anticipation of a good day out.

Printing off the application form was easy, after deciding which day we were going to travel

and the route we would take.  Accompanied by my sister and brother-in-law, Bill and I drove

to Hellifield to catch the Leeds to Morecambe service to Carnforth. Parking there is easy and

we were able to have a hot drink in the cafe before departure. After a short wait at Carnforth,

we boarded the train to Barrow–in-Furness, travelling along the coast via Silverdale, Arnside

and Grange-over-Sands.

The service from Preston was very popular and was a comfortable 185 in TransPennine

Express livery on the Northern service. The views from the train window were spectacular

across Morecambe Bay and we saw a heron in flight. Sheep were grazing on the saltmarsh.

The decorative benches at Ulverston station had images of squirrels picked out in red paint.

Changing trains at Barrow-in-Furness, we boarded a loco-hauled service to Carlisle.

The carriages were very comfortable, with tables and large picture windows. We had our

picnic lunch, and sat back to enjoy the three-hour journey on the mostly coastal route.

We passed through Ravenglass, the home of La’al Ratty narrow gauge railway. The waterways

near Sellafield were home to ducks and swans. At various places we were very close to the

sea and noticed several groups of cormorants standing sentry on the beaches. There are

also numerous, quirky beach cottages to be seen together with a number of wind farms and

the Scottish hills in the distance.
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N. Kirby



We  passed close to the college at St. Bees before entering the tunnel at Corkickle, emerging

at  Whitehaven. A group of ladies boarded the train at Whitehaven, heading for Carlisle, and

soon the Prosecco was flowing accompanied by strawberries. The conversation was lively

as they exchanged gossip and were joined by friends at other stations.

The sun was shining when we arrived in Carlisle and we walked to the castle and the city

walls. The underpass is interesting, with the names of Border Reivers carved into the floor

and walls. We only had a relatively short time in Carlisle on this trip and there is the Cathedral

and Tullies House Museum to visit as well as The Lanes. After a quick libation in our favourite

hostelry, we headed back to the station to catch the train back to Hellifield along the Settle to

Carlisle line, making the journey on a 158.  My brother-in-law was very interested to see the

picturesque stations from the train as he had driven his coach on rail replacement numerous

times. The train climbs to Ais Gill, where a glimpse of the waterfall is possible. We then

travelled over the iconic Ribblehead Viaduct alongside a path we had walked on a previous

occasion, catching glimpses of the Three Peaks – Ingleborough, Whernside and Pen-y-

Ghent.

Arriving back at Hellifield, we all agreed that we had enjoyed our trip and the spectacular

views to be had from the train. Thank you to Northern for making it possible. We are looking

forward to the next tokens!!

Pam Corlett

The re-introduction of services on the Settle to Carlisle route, following the huge project to

repair the line at Eden Brows after the landslip, saw a number of Steam Excursions ‘catching

up’ on missed opportunities. Many of these came via Hellifield and on to Ribble Valley

metals.

Loaded test runs from Carnforth via Hellifield and Blackburn supplemented the steam

experience and RVR member, Graham Dudley, was on hand to capture some of the trips as

can be seen across the centre spread.

W. Briggs
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46233, LMS Princes Royal Class, Duchess of Sutherland, eases over Whalley Viaduct
ith the Cumbrian Mountain Express on 22nd July 2017

45690, Jubilee Class, on the return leg of ‘The Fellsman’
passes through Clitheroe on unknown date 2017
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35018, Merchant Navy Class, British India Line, is seen on a loaded test train
as it passes Clitheroe on 6th July 2017

48151, LMS 8F, on ‘The Fellsman’ passes through Clitheroe
on 25th July 2017
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Rail Minister, Paul Maynard, visited Burnley Manchester Road station on Monday 6th

November to launch the new Community Rail Consultation – Moving Britain Ahead.

The scheme, which allows local communities to adopt under-used stations and rail

lines,  is set to enter a new era under multi-million pound, announced by the Rail Minister

Paul Maynard today.

Nearly 60 community rail partnerships (CRPs) have been set up around the country

since 1993, and have helped to revive and reshape more than 80 routes and stations,

thanks to volunteers, community engagement and funding from the government and

train operators, which last year topped £3m.

And now the Department for Transport plans to build on the success of the scheme by

launching an updated Community Rail Strategy – with millions of pounds of investment

available for successful schemes. The plan is to see the scheme expanded and

replicated on a wider scale across the country.

The Minister said; “We have seen nearly a quarter of a century of communities pulling

together to breathe new life into railway lines and stations – and we want to build on that

success.”

He continued saying; “We want to  give the volunteers the support they deserve, spread

their success and encourage new partnerships to be created and flourish.”

And added: “This forms a key part of the investment the government is making in the

railways – the biggest since the Victorian era, delivering new carriages, new routes,

track upgrades and better stations.”

Jools Townsend, Chief Executive of ACoRP, wants to encourage as many people to get

involved as possible and says: “This consultation is a great opportunity for us to explore

how community rail can continue to make a difference, and we’re encouraging anyone,

interested in sustainable travel and community development, to get involved.”

To read, and respond to, the consultation visit the DfT website at www.gov.uk and search

‘Future of Community Rail’. The Clitheroe Line is a Designated Community Rail Route

and we would encourage everyone to read the document and respond to help make the

new strategy suitable for shaping community rail in the future.
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The condition of the locomotive is typical of the period, short bunker and Ramsbottom safety

valves. The train consist is also typical of late Victorian railways with a diagram 1 four

wheeled luggage/brake van at the head .These birdcage roof vans were only ever placed at

the rear of a set,  and the fact that the locomotive is running in reverse would be correct for the

set when the engine was at the other end. The van is therefore the real back of the carriage

set. It is very unlikely that there is another birdcage van at the other end of the set.

In the Edwardian era (post 1901), these vans disappeared from nearly all passenger trains

as the 49 foot Attock bogie carriage took over such local services. The bogie carriage had

generous sized van space in the brake thirds, and the four-wheeled vans were generally

withdrawn from passenger service, even so there were around 60 still on the books but

mainly in departmental stock by the grouping.

The vehicle next to the Birdcage break is a four-compartment, first class, six-wheeled diagram

6 carriage, similar to one, which has recently been returned to service on the Keighley and

Worth Valley Railway (worth a visit to see !!). Notable are the torpedo vents, situated adjacent

to the Coligney gas lamps. Two of the four compartments were designated ‘SMOKING’ and

torpedo vents were provided throughout the 1890s to smoking compartments only. The four

and six-wheeled stock disappeared from normal passenger services on the LYR through

the Edwardian years. Even excursion stock would be six-wheeled with a bogie braked third

at each end. The train can only be a typical set of the late Victorian years or very possibly the

first few years of the new century.

There is only one example of a Birdcage brake van (body only) in a good state of preservation-

in use as a bed and breakfast accommodation in Somerset. The birdcage survived because

it was sold off by the LYR in the late 1920s when they were being replaces with new bogie

stock. The poverty-stricken Barry Railway in South Wales bought some of these six-wheelers

and one at some later stage was purchased and moved across the river into Somerset, a

remarkable survivor! Similarly there are two carriage bodies at The Keighley and Worth

Valley Railway viz. at Oxenhope, which were bought by a Burnley colliery at the same time,

and moved to Rose Grove to house miners.

Thanks to Barry C Lane, Peter Eastham and Eric Rawcliffe, all K&WVR stalwarts, for their

help  in filling in the details of the old ‘then’ picture.
Brian Haworth
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Lauren Hall, Marjorie Birch and Pam Corlett at Entwistle
Photo  G. Dudley
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                                                                                          by Brian Haworth

Class 66 66176 worked the Avonmouth Cement on 14/9 with 66430 noted in charge of 6K05

the Engineers working. The following day the 15th saw 66111 work North with the Mossend

Cement and 66430 again on 6K05. On the 16/9, 66167 headed the Avonmouth working but

unusually it took a rather protracted route to its destination running via the S & C! The same

loco was used on the same diagram on the 18th reverting to its normal path. 66185 took over

the working the following day.

On the 20/9, 66111 worked the Mossend Cement, and 66134 the Engineers. A rare visitor

these days, RVR celebrity unit 150149 worked the first train of the day on 21/9. Later in the

day 66185 worked the Avonmouth, 66426 the Engineers. 0n 25/9, 57305 running as 0Z40

ran on route learning duties in preparation for the Leaf Buster services. Later in the day

66131 headed the Mossend, 66426 the Engineers and 60026 the Logs.

The route-learner ran again on the 26th with 57305, 66197 headed the Avonmouth, 66426 the

Engineers. On the 27t/9, 66426 was paired with 68004 on the Engineers and 66124 headed

the Mossend Cement. Early morning services suffered on 28/9 due to failure of an empty

stock movement. Later in the day 66426 headed the Engineers and unusually 70802 found

itself hauling 6J37 the Logs. On 29/9, 66139 headed the Mossend and 66426 was again in

charge of the Engineer’s. The following day saw 66095 on the Avonmouth.

Into October and 66092 headed the Mossend Cement on the 2/10 and  66421 ran light

engine as 0Z40. On 3/10, a strike day 57305 was on route-learning duties, 66426 on the

Engineers and 66095 on the Avonmouth. Class 142s still make appearances on the RVR

Line, and 142033 was noted in the company of 153332 on 4/10. Later in the day 66426

headed the engineers and 66131 the Mossend Cement. Unfortunately 66426 disgraced

itself failing on Langho Bank, causing major disruption the RVR services during the evening

peak and beyond.

On 5/10, a strike day 66430 was noted heading 0Z40, 66176 The Avonmouth Cement. The

following day saw  66149 in charge of the Mossend Cement. On 10/10,  66302/66304 were

in charge of 3J11, the leaf buster service. Later 66041 headed 6M90 north.

On the 11th, the leaf busters, still 66304/66302 and 66086, headed the Mossend cement.

A new working , 6C89 Mountsorrel/Carlisle, ran later in the day with 66427 in charge and

68004 was noted on the Engineers. On the 12/10, 66302/304 headed the leaf buster 66200

the  Avonmouith, 68004 the engineers and 60087 the Logs. The Mosside Cement had

66086 in charge on the 13/10, 66428 headed 6C89, 68004 0K05, and 66303/66304 3J11.

On 14/10 Jubliee 45690, Leander, headed 1Z87.

On 15/10, 66095 headed 6M90 with the usual 66s on the Leaf Buster. On 16/10,  66095 was



in charge of the Avonmouth Cement, later 66427 headed the Engineers. The following day

saw 68031 head the Engineers and, unusually, 56165/56087 in charge of the Logs.

66040 was on the Avonmouth and the leaf busters had a change with 66428 paired with

66302. Unfortunately the Cement train failed coming out of Horrocksford, leading to delay

and cancellation of several service trains.

Class 142 142055 was paired with 156452 on RVR services on 18/10, and later in the

afternoon 68031 was noted on the Engineers, 66613 headed the Mossend Cement  and

56105/56087 worked the Logs. On 19/10,  it was an almost repeat performance on the

freight with 68031 Engineers, 56087/56105 Logs 66040 Avonmouth Cement and 66428/

66302 on the Leaf Buster.

The following day saw 66148 on the Mossend Cement, 68018 on the Engineers and 66427

headed 6C89 the Mountsorrel/Carlisle Stone train. On the 21/10,  66144 worked the

Avonmouth Cement and the same loco returned on the diagram on 23/24/10. Class 66

66427 returned on the Mountsorrel service on 23/10 with 68031 noted on the Engineers.

On 24/10, 70805 was in charge of the logs and 68031 the Engineers. The following day saw

66427 again on the Mountsorrel Stone and 66013 in charge of the Mossend Cement. On the

27/10, 68031 was again in charge of the Engineers, 66109 the Mossend Cement and 66427

the Mountsorrel Stone.

Locomotives these days seem to stop on diagrams for longer periods of time, 66144 headed

the Avonmouth Cement on the 28 and 30/10. An Engineer’s diagram was noted on 30/10

with 66302/66428 in charge of 3J11. The same day saw 66133 head the Mossend Cement,

66427 the Mountsorrel Stone and 66144 on the Avonmouth Cement. Unfortunately the

Avonmouth Cement service slipped to a stand on Langho Bank,  causing disruption to some

services.

On the last day of October,  66221 headed the Mossend Cement. On 2/11, 66301 worked

light engine running as 0K05 and 56105/56078 were in charge of the logs. Class 37s

37422/37423 finally ousted 66302/66301 from the Leaf Buster train.

66113 worked the Mossend Cement on 3/11,  with 66428 noted on the Mountsorrel and

68030 on the Engineers. Later in the day, 37025/37421 worked IQ18 the track test train over

RVR metals and 66302/66301 returned to leaf buster duties.66199 worked the Avonmouth

Cement on 6/11. Also noted on 6/11 was 66221 on the Mossend Cement and 68030 on the

Engineers.
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Class 66 66007 headed the Avonmouth Cement on 7/11, 68030 the Engineers, 60085 the

Logs and 66301/66302 the leaf buster. The following day saw 68030 Engineers, 60085

Logs, 66081 Mossend Cement. On 9/11, 142037 was paired with 153331 on 2B31. Later in

the day 66199 headed the Avonmouth Cement, 66422, the Mountsorrel Stone and 68030, the

Engineers.

Class 66 66221 worked the  Mossend Cement on 10/11,  and on the same day 68030

worked the Engineers, 60085 the Logs, class 37 37516 was noted working 5M50 Carnforth

/Carlisle.

The following day saw 66199 head the Avonmouth Cement but unfortunately the 66 came to

a stand on Whalley Bank on its return journey causing delays and cancellation to services.

On the same day, 68030 worked the Engineers, 60085 the Logs, and  66221 the Mossend

Cement.

On 14/11,  66199 headed the Avonmouth Cement and 68030 was again on the Engineers.

The following day saw 66133 on the Mossend cement, 68030 the Engineers and later steam

loco  Black Five, 45231, was accompanied by 37516 on a test run running as 5M50.

On 16/11, 66302/66301 were still running the Leaf Buster train.

Brian Haworth

The following death of a Member is noted with regret:

Mr Peter Crossfield (RVR 565), of Otley, died 18th September 2017. Our sincere

condolences go to his widow, Margaret.

If the envelope containing RVRN119 has a red stamp “RVR MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

FORM INSIDE” on the flap, it means that your subscription is due. Please pay

promptly, at the latest by 31 January 2018, as this not only removes the need to send

a reminder (costing 10% of an Annual subscription) but there is no guarantee that the

subscription rates will not be increased at the AGM.

Bill Briggs (Membership RVR Secretary)
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FORTHCOMING  EVENTS & DIARY DATES 2017/18
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B. Haworth

B. Haworth
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A Lancashire and Yorkshire 2-4-2 radial tank rolls across Waddington Road
Bridge in Clitheroe around the turn of the century.

Waddington Road is splattered with horse-muck, and the spire of Clitheroe
Parish Church can be made out through the engines exhaust.

B. Haworth
Collection

Gone are the dry stone walls on the right of  the picture, the sheep  pasture now
replaced with houses, and horses replaced by cars.

The view of Clitheroe is obstructed by the large copper beech tree but the
pointed stones on the gateposts of the houses on the left of the picture can still
be seen.

The incline of  the road towards the railway bridge was probably reduced when
the houses were built.

B. Haworth


